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DEPARTURE INFO

Albert Einstein, plant life, 1970s Italian lounge clubs, and a good
steak have provided inspiration for this month’s new openings
STEAK HOLDER
Left, butcher’s shop
and restaurant Kantýna
features original
19th-century murals
and custom-designed
copper lighting
GO TO TOWN
Below, at Paris’
Bienvenue Hotel, art
deco-inspired Town
rooms are decked out
in shades of pastel
green, yellow or pink

Fresh meat
KANTÝNA, PRAGUE

This meat-focused emporium’s elaborate
19th-century setting in the Ringhoffer
Palace, with original murals and figures by
Czech art-nouveau sculptor Jan Štursa,
demanded a simple design from architect
Rudolf Netík to include custom furniture
and copper lighting that mirrors the shapes

of the tables. The central blue marble bar
offers the perfect setting to sample casual
dishes such as beef tartare or a burger.
Or, for the full steak experience, take a seat
in the restaurant or grab a cut to go from
the on-site butcher. Adam Štěch
Politických Vězňů 5, kantyna.ambi.cz

Warm welcome
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BIENVENUE HOTEL, PARIS

In the former Hotel Villa Fenelon, in
bustling South Pigalle, Bienvenue is the
latest addition to hotelier Adrien Gloaguen’s
growing collection. Spanning a pair of
buildings, named Town and Country and
separated by a courtyard, the hotel features
interiors by Chloé Nègre, who gave each
building a distinct look: 32 art deco-inspired
rooms in Town feature a pastel colour
palette, while Country’s eight rooms have
a floral bent. The highlight is artist Julien
Colombier’s flamboyant courtyard fresco,
and there is also a small restaurant, where
tasty tapas-style dishes are served alongside
Anaïs Olmer’s signature wacky cakes.
Rooksana Hossenally
23 rue Buffault, tel: 33.1 48 78 32 18,
hotelbienvenue.fr. Rates: from €120
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Italian job
JACKIE BAR, HELSINKI

While Jackie’s pizza menu – by Antto
Melasniemi, the inventive chef behind
Helsinki stalwarts like Ateljé Finne and
Putte’s – is a draw, it’s the DJ that reigns
supreme here. Designed by Studio Joanna
Laajisto and inspired by 1970s Italian lounge
clubs, the bar has a sophisticated, moody
aesthetic. Walls are a steely green, tabletops
and flooring are marble, and furnishings are
in banded sapele and walnut, the latter used
to silken effect in Konstantin Grcic’s
origami-esque ‘Medici’ chairs. The velvety
brown curtains and segmented tan leather
sofa running the length of one wall are
Laajisto’s sole concessions to decadence in
this austere yet inviting space that is part
boutique hotel lobby, part midcentury
Milanese bar. Warren Singh-Bartlett
Iso Roobertinkatu 21, tel: 358.40 135 1782, jackie.fi

Green light
BOTANIST, VANCOUVER

The James KM Cheng-designed Fairmont
Pacific Rim has long been Vancouver’s most
gorgeous hotel, but its cavernous lobby was
crying out for a more intimate space. Enter
Botanist, the latest creation of Vancouverbased restaurant designer Craig Stanghetta
of studio Ste Marie. The location marries
different eras, notably the 1920s and
the 1980s, to create a unique fine dining
experience, reinterpreting the local
vernacular but avoiding the clumsy
literalism of fir and slate to offer a more
sophisticated take. Similarly, the elevated
West Coast fusion cuisine draws inspiration
from flora and plants of the Pacific
Northwest, pairing Mediterranean elements
with local ingredients. Hadani Ditmars
1038 Canada Place, tel: 1.604 695 5500,
botanistrestaurant.com

Science project
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EMC2, CHICAGO

Albert Einstein’s theory of relativity may
have inspired a great many endeavours,
but it’s probably safe to say that a hotel has
not, until now, been one of them. Joining
Marriott’s Autograph brand, the 195-room
EMC2 occupies a 21-storey new pile by KOO
architects on Chicago’s Magnificent Mile
The interiors by the Rockwell Group, which
are meant to represent a convergence of
art and science, resemble Captain Nemo’s
lair: a stylish laboratory kitted out with
Montreal artist Félix Guyon’s copper
zoetrope in the reception, perforated metal
lanterns in the public spaces and, in the
warm cabin-like bedrooms, teardrop-shaped
phonograph speakers on copper poles
powered by smartphones. Daven Wu
228 East Ontario Street, tel: 1.884 205 3939,
hotelemc2.com. Rates: from $269
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Creative juices
APOLLO BAR & KANTINE, COPENHAGEN

Copenhagen chef Frederik Bille Brahe’s
newest venture, within the Kunsthal
Charlottenborg gallery, cements his status
as the current chef du jour. The Apollo
bar and canteen boasts soaring ceilings and
generously proportioned windows. Décor,
by designer Rune Bruun Johansen, is sparse
but full of thoughtful touches, such as
Børge Mogensen’s ‘J39’ chairs – inherited
from the art school next door, these come
with gentle scuffs and paint splatters.
Meanwhile, a row of plaster cast statues,
raised against a red wall, brings a dash of
drama. The canteen offers one lunchtime
dish, while the more intimate bar serves
three meals a day, plating tantalising
creations such as beef tartare with piment
d’espelette and grapefruit. In the warmer
months, the adjacent courtyard is the
perfect spot to while away time admiring
the palatial architecture of the Kunsthal.
TF Chan
Nyhavn 2, apollobar.dk

A FINE ART
Left, high ceilings, Børge Mogensen chairs
and plaster statues at art gallery Kunsthal
Charlottenborg’s new canteen Apollo
TRUE COLOURS
Below, rooms at Villa Maia feature marble
bathrooms and photographs by Charles
Maze, which inspire accents of colour

King of the hill
VILLA MAÏA, LYON

French real estate group Maïa’s five-star
debut in the hotel business is located atop
Lyon’s Fourvière Hill in a former hospital
that now houses a four-storey building
designed by Jean-Michel Wilmotte. French
interior designer Jacques Granges has used
neutral oatmeal tones with accents of
colour, inspired by photographs by Charles
Maze that hang above the bed. Expansive
windows reveal views of cluttered rooftops
backed by the distant surge of Mont Blanc,
and landscaped gardens by Louis Benech,
an evocative tableau best enjoyed from the
heated indoor pool. Meanwhile, the tangle
of cobblestone streets and the hodgepodge
of Gothic and Renaissance architecture
of the city’s old town is just a ten-minute
stroll away. Lauren Ho
8 Rue du Professeur Pierre Marion, tel: 33.4 7816
0101, villa-maia.com. Rates: from €545
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